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An annealing-driven transition from a chemically disordered A1-like structure to a chemically ordered L10-like
phase has been revealed for size-selected CoPt clusters with diameters from 2 to 4 nm, from experiment to theory
confrontation. For chemically ordered particles, atypical lattice-parameter ratios c/a are inferred. This ratio is
found to be remarkably different depending on the approach used (c/a > 1 from x-ray absorption at the Co K

edge and c/a � 0.94 from the Pt dominated x-ray diffraction). A first-principles theoretical study accurately
explains this astonishing feature and provides a detailed understanding of the element-specific local relaxations,
which are crucial in these nanoalloys.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic alloy nanoparticles (NPs) unfold novel perspec-
tives of tuning the material performances, for example, in order
to control the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE), thereby
pushing the ultimate limit of high-density storage.1–6 CoPt
and FePt alloys in the chemically ordered L10 phase are most
promising in this context due to the alternate stacking of a
ferromagnetic 3d transition metal with the highly polarizable
Pt atoms along the (001) direction. The synthesis and char-
acterization of these nanoalloys have therefore undergone a
considerable development in the last decade.5–10 Indeed, recent
progress has provided access to samples of magnetic NPs
with controlled shape, stoichiometry, high stability, and very
narrow size distributions, thus rendering nanoscopic material
design ultimately possible. The physical synthesis routes (e.g.,
cluster-beam deposition) preserve the nanometric particle size
by embedding them in a solid-state matrix. However, these
methods usually lead to chemically disordered structures. One
may then attempt to achieve the most interesting L10 ordered
phase, from the disordered A1 phase, by means of annealing.
Such post-deposition treatments have been actually performed
on clusters as small as 2–4 nm.8–13 In spite of this, the
expected important enhancement of the MAE remains so far
absent.5,13–16 The reasons behind these disappointing results
are still under debate.13,17–20 Taking into account that the
magnetization and magnetic anisotropy resulting from 3d-5d

proximity effects are very sensitive to the local environment
of the atoms,20–24 it is clear that a detailed characterization of
the underlying structural and chemical order in nanoalloys is
a fundamental requisite for progress in this field.

In this article we demonstrate that CoPt NPs (2–4 nm
in diameter) which undergo an annealing-driven transition
to the L10 phase, show nontrivial size-dependent structural
relaxations. A combination of leading-edge experimental and
theoretical techniques provides an element-specific quantita-
tive characterization of the structure. New insights into the
complex atomic rearrangements occurring in these clusters
are revealed, which can be interpreted from a local perspective

and which provide the basis for a microscopic understanding
of the electronic and magnetic properties.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Size-selected chemically disordered CoPt clusters are
synthesized with a sharp size distribution and embedded in a
carbon matrix under ultrahigh vacuum by using the low-energy
cluster-beam deposition method.25 Mass selection allows us
to obtain samples with three narrow size distributions having
mean diameters D = 2.0, 3.1, and 3.8 nm. In the following
these samples are labeled S2, S3, and S4, respectively. The
size distributions are systematically monitored by means of
transmission electron microscopy.11,25 Once synthesized, the
samples are annealed in vacuum at 600 ◦C for 2 h.25,26 All
samples present a Gaussian size distribution with a dispersion
lower than 8% and a mean diameter that remains almost
unchanged upon annealing.25,27,28

Previous high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) images on individual optimally oriented NPs, and
the subsequent simulation of the observed contrast, indicate
that annealed particles are chemically ordered.11,13 In order
to get more insight on the annealing-induced changes in the
crystalline structure of all the nanoclusters in the sample,
we have performed both x-ray diffraction (XRD) and x-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements. The XRD data
were collected at the CRG-D2AM beam line of the ESRF with
a 13 keV photon energy. After annealing, the (111) peak shifts
toward lower q values, which implies an increase (�1%) of
the distance d111, in agreement with HRTEM measurements,
where a 1.2% increase has been determined.29 This behavior
is opposite to what happens upon chemical ordering for the
bulk.30 For the S3 sample, by fitting the XRD spectrum29 we
also find a strong tetragonalization of the cell with a lattice
parameter ratio c/a(XRD) = d002/d200 = 0.94. This contrasts
with the bulk value c/a = 0.9731 and demonstrates the impact
of size reduction on the crystalline structure.

XAS at the Co K edge (7709 eV) has been performed at
room temperature on the CRG BM30b-FAME beam line of the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) XANES spectra for the S2, S3, and S4

samples before annealing (red dashed lines) and after annealing (solid
lines). The XANES spectrum of a CoPt film is shown for the sake of
comparison. The vertical dashed lines indicate the position of the B1
and B2 structures. The inset shows an enlargement of the A shoulder
for the 4 nm sample, before and after annealing.

ESRF.32,33 In Fig. 1 the x-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) both before and after annealing are compared with
the reference spectrum of a thick CoPt L10 film.34 The shoulder
A is assigned to transitions from the 1s levels to the unoccupied
states mainly originating from the 4p orbitals. In bulk systems
this feature varies upon alloying Co and Pt, reflecting a
population rearrangement between the electronic levels.34 A
drop of the A shoulder is expected to be concomitant of a
lowering of the 4p band at Co sites with increasing number of
Pt neighbors. Such a drop is clearly observed for the annealed
samples (see the inset of Fig. 1). The band structure effect for
bulk alloy compounds is observed as a split of the white line B,
while the nonannealed samples show a broad white line.3,34 In
nonoriented samples the splitting and the relative amplitudes
of these peaks are almost independent of the chemical order in
the sample (A1 or L10). In S3 and S4 we observe a broadening
of the top of the B line upon annealing, which is an early
sign of the splitting associated to band formation (see B1 and
B2 on Fig. 1). This is likely to be related to an increase in
the local atomic order around an average Co central atom.
This interpretation is confirmed in the larger clusters (3.1 and
3.8 nm) by a significant increase in the amplitude of the first
EXAFS oscillation C (see Fig. 1).

The structural changes of the clusters upon annealing are
also clearly seen in the extended range shown in Fig. 2. The
first peak in the Fourier transform (FT) corresponds to the
contribution of the first nearest-neighbor (NN) shell. After
annealing this peak is shifted toward higher distances, showing
an increase in the average NN distance in the clusters. The
increase of intensity in this peak is related to the decrease of
structural disorder. The associated modification of the shape
of the real part of the FT also indicates a change in the
local chemical environment. This evolution must be due to
the A1 → L10 chemical ordering.

A quantitative EXAFS analysis is performed by fitting
the k2-weighted function χ (k) to the standard EXAFS for-
mula, using the Artemis software35 and focusing on the

FIG. 2. (Color online) Modulus and real part of the Fourier
transform of the EXAFS signal in the various samples: (a) S2,
(b) S3, and (c) S4. Dashed (solid) curves refers to measurements before
(after) annealing. The insets show the corresponding k2-weighted
EXAFS signals.

NN contribution. Debye-Waller (DW) parameters are used to
account for bond-length dispersion, the empirical S2

0 parameter
which reflects many-body losses is kept fixed to an optimized
value of 0.75.36 The edge energy E0 is allowed to slightly
vary for the different samples but is taken to be the same
for the Pt and Co neighboring shells. A Co atom is indeed
surrounded by NCo cobalt atoms at a distance dCoCo and
NPt platinum atoms at a distance dCoPt. As expected for the
chemically disordered phase, we find that a ratio NPt/NCo = 1
can successfully fit the experimental signal for as-prepared
particles, while NPt/NCo = 2 is needed for annealed samples.
This shows that the NPs evolve from a complete chemical
disorder to a high degree of L10 order. Then, by keeping these
ratios fixed, we can determine and compare the NN distances
dCoCo and dCoPt and DW parameters for the different samples.
Note that for the S2 sample a clear conclusion is more difficult
to reach since the signal is less intense, there are more than 50%
surface atoms,37 and the particles may be less ordered.8,12,38,39

For all samples, a drop in the DW factor upon annealing
is found, which is consistent with the already discussed
global structural ordering within the clusters. Interestingly,
the DW parameter σ 2 remains unusually large (�10−2 Å2)
for both Co-Co and Co-Pt bonds. This is the signature of a
significant dispersion of the NN distances.40 From best fits
[see Fig. 3(a)] we find that in all cases dCoCo and dCoPt increase
upon annealing (see Table I). Moreover, dCoPt is always
larger than dCoCo. An apparent c/a tetragonalization ratio can
be inferred from theses distances, assuming a face-centered
tetragonal (fct) crystal structure for the annealed particles:
c/a(XAS) =

√
2(dCoPt/dCoCo)2 − 1. Surprisingly, the calcu-

lated c/a(XAS) are significantly larger than 1. This contrasts
not only with the bulk behavior, but also with the outcome of
XRD measurements on the same annealed clusters, which are
dominated by the scattering contribution from Pt atoms. As
shown in Fig. 3(b), a 0.94 c/a ratio such as the one deduced
from XRD is by no means able to reproduce the experimental
curve.
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the experimental EXAFS signal (dots, contribution of the NN peak only) and theoretical fits (solid lines) with
c/a(XAS) = 1.03 (a) and c/a(XAS) = 0.94 (b) for the annealed S3 sample.

The previous conclusions are not affected by changes in the
analysis conditions, even if the edge energy E0 is allowed to
vary independently for Pt and Co shells, as it can be found in
the literature.3,41 In fact the experimental trends are so general
and robust that they cast doubts on the validity of the assumed
perfect fct crystalline order in CoPt clusters. Moreover, the
fact that for as-prepared particles dCoCo is smaller than dCoPt

(as already reported in Refs. 41 and 42) also implies that
they are not perfect fcc crystals. This shows that significant
relaxation must occur as the result of size reduction. It would
then be more accurate to refer to the structures of these NPs as
A1-like and L10-like.

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

In order to clarify the situation from a microscopic
perspective we have performed a first-principles theoretical
study of the structure of L10 CoPt NPs. The calculations
have been performed by using the Vienna ab initio simulation
package,29,43–45 which implements Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham’s
density-functional theory (DFT) on a periodic supercell and al-
lows fully self-consistent unconstrained structural relaxations.
The effects of electron-core interactions are approximated
by means of Böchel’s projector augmented wave method,46

which effectiveness for transition-metal compounds has been
largely demonstrated. Exchange and correlation effects are
treated by using Perdew and Wang’s generalized-gradient
approximation.47 The ground-state total Sz, the associated
magnetic order, and the cluster geometry are determined on
the same footing.29,48 This is important since the interatomic
distances and magnetic configuration are known to depend
strongly on each other.

TABLE I. Interatomic distances (in Å, with a 0.01 Å error bar)
and lattice-parameter ratios c/a deduced from EXAFS fits for the
different NP samples.

As-prepared Annealed

dCoCo dCoPt dCoCo dCoPt c/a(XAS)

S2 2.50 2.57 2.52 2.64 1.09
S3 2.52 2.58 2.57 2.62 1.03
S4 2.53 2.59 2.57 2.64 1.05

Before discussing the cluster results it is worth mentioning
that we have determined the equilibrium structure of the bulk
L10 phase of CoPt and found a = 3.82 Å and c = 3.73 Å,
which corresponds to dCoCo = a/

√
2 � 2.70 Å and c/a =

0.97, in very good agreement with experiment.31 The method
and parameter choice should therefore provide an accurate
description of the structural trends in CoPt nanoalloys.29 The
relaxed geometry of chemically disordered NPs (truncated
octahedral structures with N = 38, 201, and 586 atoms, which
cover the size range of samples S2 and S3) has been determined.
The interatomic distances are in excellent agreement with
the EXAFS results. We have then studied the same CoPt
clusters with a perfect L10 chemical order. In each case
a number of different initial lattice parameters have been
considered as starting points of the unconstrained optimization
with respect to Sz and cluster geometry. The relaxed average
interatomic distances and c/a ratios at the Co and Pt sites
(calculated from dCoPt, dCoCo, and dPtPt) are not affected by
the details of the starting geometry. As shown in Table II,
our results reproduce remarkably well the outcome of the
EXAFS and XRD measurements. They reveal the presence of
important environment-dependent relaxations at the Co and Pt
atoms, thereby removing the apparent inconsistency between
the XRD and EXAFS experiments. Notice in particular the
contrasting values c/a > 1 and c/a � 0.95 at the Co and Pt
sites, and their convergence to the bulk limit as N increases.

In order to gain further insight into the structural order in
L10-like clusters it is useful to analyze the relaxed structures
from a local perspective. In Fig. 4 we consider Co300Pt286 as
a representative example (D � 2.6 nm). While the relaxed

TABLE II. Average interatomic distances (in Å) and lattice-
parameter ratios c/a(Co) [to be compared to c/a(XAS)] and c/a(Pt)
[to be compared to c/a(XRD)] of relaxed L10 CoPt clusters having
N atoms, as obtained from DFT calculations. For N = 586, the
corresponding standard deviation σ of d is given in parentheses.

N dCoCo dCoPt dPtPt c/a(Co) c/a(Pt)

38 2.43 2.60 2.75 1.13 0.89
201 2.60 2.63 2.71 1.02 0.94
586 2.64 2.64 2.70 1.00 0.95

(0.17) (0.05) (0.05)
Bulk 2.70 2.66 2.70 0.97 0.97
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Illustration of the relaxed L10-like
Co300Pt286 cluster (a), where dark and light spheres represent Co and
Pt atoms, respectively. (b) Top view along the (001) direction of the
uppermost Co facet [highlighted in (a)]. The interatomic distances
are given in Å. (c) Side view of the three uppermost Co and Pt
planes showing the important Pt-layer corrugation. (d) Top view of
the three uppermost Co and Pt layers along the (001) direction. Notice
the tendency of the Co atoms to form short-bond-length squares
(tetramerization).

cluster preserves the overall truncated-octahedral shape and
L10 chemical order [an indication of its stability, see Fig. 4(a)]
a more detailed analysis shows that the equilibrium positions
follow quite different patterns in the alternating (001) layers.
Quite generally, and in contrast to the bulk structure, the
Co and Pt layers appear to relax independently from each
other, despite the strong CoPt hybridization. In fact, these
different relaxations of Co and Pt atoms are responsible for
the different c/a ratios observed in experiments. For instance,
in the uppermost (001) Co layer the Co atoms show a clear
in-plane tetramerization, which does not match the underlying
Pt layer (see Fig. 4). Moreover, these unusual rearrangements
explain the experimentally observed strong dispersion in dCoCo

(2.33 �dCoCo �3.23 Å for this layer). The tendency of Co NN
bonds to be shorter than the Pt ones results in structural stress,
which in a finite cluster can be more easily reduced by moving
the Co atoms within the facets. In the case of Pt, however, there
is less room for in-plane relaxation and therefore the changes
in the in-plane PtPt distances are smaller. The Pt atoms thus
tend to move out of the (001) plane creating important Pt-layer
corrugations [see Fig. 4(c)]. Comparing the local densities of
states (DOS) before and after relaxation allows us to identify
the main electronic sources of the observed relaxations. First,
one observes a shift to lower energies of the occupied majority

Co states. Second, the symmetry lowering causes an important
depletion of the minority spin Co DOS at εF , which contrasts
with the high DOS in the unrelaxed structure. Tetramerization
appears to be a compromise between enhancing CoCo bonds
and keeping strong hybridizations with the NN Pt atoms of the
adjacent layers. Different rearrangements are found at different
layers: From a strong tetramerization at the outermost layers to
a nearly perfect L10 order at the cluster center.29 Calculations
for Pt terminated clusters (N = 201 atoms) yield similar
distributions of interatomic distances and element specific c/a

ratios: dCoCo = 2.63 Å, dCoPt = 2.62 Å, and dPtPt = 2.69 Å,
which imply c/a = 1.0 at the Co atoms and c/a = 0.95 at the
Pt atoms. See also Table II. Therefore, our conclusions should
hold for clusters having both Co and Pt terminated facets. It
should also be noted that there is no experimental indication
for a strong Pt segregation at the surface or for more probable
Pt-terminated facets.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown that CoPt clusters obtained
by size-selected cluster-beam deposition with diameter
around 3 nm, transform upon annealing into a chemically or-
dered L10-like phase. A quantitatively consistent experimental
and theoretical determination of the interatomic distances has
been achieved. Thus, a remarkable size and element depen-
dence of the local atomic relaxations in the L10 clusters has
been revealed. Special care in the way the lattice parameters are
inferred is crucial for a consistent interpretation of different
element-specific experiments. A theoretical analysis from a
local perspective has provided new insights into the intricate
relaxations of the Co and Pt atoms which suggests that the
observed anomalous c/a ratios are an intrinsic property of
CoPt nanoparticles. This finite-size phenomenon is expected to
be of major importance for the relative stability of the different
cluster structures.12,39,49 Moreover, they are likely to affect the
MAE4,23,24,50 and may contribute to the previously reported
anisotropy lowering, as compared to bulk L10 CoPt. Similar
structural complexities are expected for other 3d-5d and 3d-4d

nanoalloys and should play a central role in understanding and
controlling the ensemble of electronic and magnetic properties
of magnetic nanoalloys.
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